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APPLICATION OF WITHIN NET PRESENT VALUE
CALCULATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT PROJECTS
ABSTRACT
In January 2004, President Bush announced a new vision for space exploration. This included
retirement of the current Space Shuttle fleet by 2010 and the development of new set of launch
vehicles. The President's vision did not include significant increases in the NASA budget, so
these development programs need to be cost conscious. Current trade study procedures address
factors such as performance, reliability, safety, manufacturing, maintainability, operations, and
costs. It would be desirable, however, to have increased insight into the cost factors behind each
of the proposed system architectures. This paper reports on a set of component trade studies
completed on the upper stage engine for the new launch vehicles. Increased insight into
architecture costs was developed by including a Net Present Value (NPV) method and applying a
set of associated risks to the base parametric cost data. The use of the NPV method along with
the risks was found to add fidelity to the trade study and provide additional information to
support the selection of a more robust design architecture.
INTRODUCTION
NPV is a technique that is used to assess the viability of projects based on the projected receipts
and disbursements over the projects planning horizon. It can, however, become difficult to
arrive at credible single point estimates for some of these projects. Increases in project
complexity, increases in planning horizons, and the need to engage multiple subcontractors are
all factors that increase the risk in developing an accurate NPV. One possible approach to
address this problem is to incorporate the risks associated with each of these factors into the
process to arrive at a project NPV.
This paper explores a methodology to address the risk in developing NPVs for complex
aerospace projects. First, a test project, the need for and the current development status ofa J-2X
to support the new ARES I and ARES V launch systems is discussed. Next, two approaches to
modifying NPV, those by Davis [1] and Riddlehoover [6], are presented. Finally, a modified
approach based on the work by Davis and Riddlehoover is presented and applied to the J-2X
engine nozzle trade study. The paper concludes with a summary of the conclusions drawn from
this effort and the identification of further work should be pursued.
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BACKGROUND
The 2004 announcement from the President to retire the Space Shuttle fleet also included the
development of a new class of launch vehicles to maintain the U.S. presence in space. The first
to be developed is the Crew Launch Vehicle (CLV), known as ARES I. This vehicle uses an
inline configuration architecture with a Reusable Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM) as the booster
propulsion system. This motor will propel the vehicle into the low atmosphere where an
additional upper stage engine will then place the vehicle into low earth orbit. The engine selected
for the upper stage propulsion is a modified J-2, known as J-2X. The crew capsule will sit atop
the entire vehicle.
An additional launch vehicle is also being developed to carry supplies and large payloads
required for the International Space Station (ISS) and lunar missions. This vehicle, ARES V, has
a significantly larger architecture than the ARES I due to the requirement to carry the larger
payloads. ARES V is configured with two Reusable Solid Rocket Motors (RSRM) and five RS-
68 engines as the core stage booster, engines. The propellants for the RS-68 engines are also
stored in a large external tank. This vehicle also requires an upper stage propulsion system and a
similar J-2X engine was selected for this stage as well. The ARES V upper stage engine will
require slightly different performance than the ARES I upper stage engine.
The J-2X (the modified J-2) engines for the upper stages on both vehicles will be based on
heritage Apollo hardware, but modified to meet performance and safety requirements (man
rating). The propellants selected for the J-2X engine are liquid hydrogen (LH2) and liquid
oxygen (LOX) for their high performance characteristics. Due to the differences in the thrust
requirements of both vehicles, the engine is being designed for the larger thrust since it can be
throttled back to a lower thrust. There are several requirements given to the engine based upon
mission and vehicle requirements for thrust, specific impulse, weight, maintenance, and volume.
Each of these requirements is driven down to the subsystems and components of the engine.
There are four major subsystems of the engine including: turbomachinery, combustion devices,
avionics and instrumentation, and valves, lines and ducts. For combustion devices, there are five
major components. These components are the main injector, main combustion chamber, gas
generator, regeneratively-cooled nozzle, and nozzle extension. The focus of this paper will
discuss the trade studies being developed for the regeneratively-cooled nozzle. The project
drilldown from mission requirements through selection of the nozzle for this project is shown in
Figure 1.
Preliminary trade studies have looked at alternative nozzle designs to select the appropriate
conceptual architecture to meet mission, vehicle and engine system requirements. There are
several decisions that have already been made regarding the nozzle from the engine systems
team and lessons learned from past liquid rocket engines. Some of these decisions include
overall envelope, contour configuration, and cooling requirements. The vehicle had previously
designated the overall envelope in which in the engine will be present. Due to standards in liquid
engine design, this overall engine envelope defines the general envelope of the nozzle.
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FIGURE 1. Project Drilldown to the J2 Upper Stage Engine.
The purpose of this trade study was to down select between a channel wall nozzle (CWN) and a
tube wall nozzle (TWN), of which there are two configurations for each. The major decisions to
be made were the configuration of the coolant pass scheme and manifold locations. There are
several types of cooling schemes that could have been selected for each configuration of nozzles.
A one-pass coolant scheme is a single pass from the aft end of the nozzle to the forward end of
the nozzle. The second type of cooling scheme is a 2-pass. This is where the coolant inlet is
toward the forward end of the nozzle, makes a downpass, turns around, and does an up-pass to
collect in the forward end of the nozzle. Another type of coolant scheme is a 1.X coolant pass.
This is where the inlet is located somewhere between the forward end and aft end of the nozzle.
The coolant makes a downpass, turns around and makes an up-pass and collects in the forward
end. The X designates the location on the nozzle. For example, if the inlet manifold were located
half-way down the nozzle, it would be designated as a 1.5 coolant pass.
This study had significant emphasis on the costs for each architecture. There are four nozzle
configurations that were evaluated. The 1.6 Pass TWN was selected as the baseline based on a
team decision for performance and application of new technologies. Option 2 is the 2.0 Pass
TWN. Option 3 is the 1.0 Pass CWN and Option 4 is the 2.0 Pass CWN. Each of these options
has unique technical and programmatic differences, thus affecting the cost structure for each.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
It is difficult for organizations to evaluate costs for large complex aerospace projects due to the
high technological and programmatic risks. The difficulties will increase when the project has
an extended planning horizon. The risks that lie in future years add to the difficulties in making a
decision of which architecture to pursue in the present. A common method for firms to evaluate a
project's cost is using Net Present Value (NPV). Salvatore [10] describes that NPV is "equal to
the present value of the expected stream of net cash flows from the project, discounted at the
firm's cost of capital, minus the initial cost of the project." This evaluates all the positive and
negative cash flows and brings them all to a common period of time for all options. Using the
NPV method a firm can include their cost of capital, or minimum attractive rate of return
(MARR), which they require to make the project worth pursuing. If the NPV of the project is
greater than zero, the firm could invest knowing that the MARR is met and it should not be
losing money by investing in the project. This method also works when evaluating multiple
mutually exclusive projects. If a firm were to evaluate multiple projects and calculate a NPV for
each, the best project would be that of the highest NPV. This method is relatively simple and
straightforward which aids in explaining the analysis to senior management. There are multiple
sources that illustrate applications of NPV, such as Park [8], Blank and Tarquin [1] and
Eschenbach [3.]
Large NASA projects can be a bit more challenging since the government does not operate using
profitability. Public sector projects still require financial analysis to determine how capital will
be allocated and which option(s) best benefits the agency and society. Methods such as cost-
benefit analysis and modified cost-benefit analysis have been developed to evaluate such
government projects. These projects can also be evaluated using the traditional techniques such
as NPV. The methods for calculating NPV for public and private sector projects are similar;
variations occur because of the nature of public sector projects. The primary differences lie
within the final evaluation of the final NPVs. As often seen in government contracts the lowest
bidder or lowest cost project will receive the funding to complete the proposed work. The
government will then typically select the lowest NPV to invest in as opposed to the largest NPV
for corporate firms.
There are some potential problems with using NPV to evaluate projects. NPV is strictly a
financial tool. There are often other factors such as technical, political, environment, or
programmatic that are not included in the NPV calculation. An entity, whether it is the
government or a corporate firm, must carefully consider all factors and their associated risks
when evaluating a project or a set of options. This is of particular importance when the project
spans over several years or decades. The further out in future years that a project is evaluated the
higher the risks of that project. The evaluating entity cannot predict what events may happen in
future years that could influence the initial calculated costs of the project or options. External
risk factors can influence the financial data and subsequently the NPV for evaluating options.
Previous Work
Several authors have researched the topic of applying risk in financial evaluations of a project.
Davis [2] presented a method called "Net Present Value Risk-Adjusted (NPVR)". The technique
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wasusedto addresscritical risk factorswithin theexistingNPV model,andreportedthatNPVR
exposedriskswithin critical areasthatallows for betterpredictionsthantheoriginalNPV model.
Davisdevelopsa specificmodelthat evaluatessix keyareasof newproductdevelopment:value
chain,marketsegment,innovation, capabilities,and interactionand specificationassessments.
Eachof theseareasis ratedona scaleof 1- 5,with 5beingahigh chanceof successand1being
a low chanceof success.A weightingsystemis thenappliedto eachof the key areas.Therisk
weightingincludesmarket,technicalanduser.Thecalculationis shownin Equation1.
where,
NPVR = aM+bM+cT+dT+eU+JU x NPV (1)
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NPVR = Net Present Value Risk-Adjusted
a, b, c, d, e, f = Value chain, market segment, innovation, capabilities, and
interaction and specification assessments, respectively
M = Market Risk
T = Technical Risk
U-- User Risk
NPV -- Net Present Value
It can be seen from the model above that risk is applied to the NPV calculation using a subjective
expert rating system and applying weights to each of the risk factors. This model demonstrated
that the application of risk to the NPV calculation helps illustrate how risks may affect the
success or failure of a project by highlighting variability in the NPV results.
Riddlehoover [9] proposed a similar approach. The author looked at several locations to open a
new facility. In this study, Monte Carlo simulations were run on the new facility locations using
the following factors: initial investment, annual cost, annual benefit, and interest rates. Annual
Worth (AW) was used in the study rather than NPV. The author found that there was an
observed difference between the annual worth for each of the projects, however it did not
accurately reflect the risks for each of the projects. The author further developed his annual
worth model using a Certainty Equivalent Value (CEV) model which included a risk factor for
the project selection. The inputs into the CEV model included three factors: Labor,
Transportation, and Real Estate. For input into the model, Riddlehoover applied a weighting
factor to each of the location factors similar to what Davis did. He then applied a risk factor for
each of the final locations being considered based on an expert rating system. This risk factor
presented in the paper used a decimal form between [0, 1], however it was discussed that a scale
of 1 - 5 could be used to achieve similar results. The weighting factor and risk factor are then
rolled into a combined risk factor (single number) for each of the options. This combined risk
factor in conjunction with the expected value and standard deviation is used in the CEV model as
shown in equation 2.
where,
cEv=E[x]-exo[x]
CEV = Certainty Equivalent Value (Adjusted Annual Worth in this article)
E[x] = Expected value from Monte Carlo simulation
R = Combined Risk factor
(2)
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_[x] = StandardDeviationfrom MonteCarlosimulation
In his work Riddlehooverfound thatthehighestAnnualWorth (AW) wasnow downthe list for
project selectionbasedon a high risk. This modelwasvery simple,but the modelhad a much
higherfidelity comparedto the previousMonteCarlosimulationsof AW. Higher fidelity means
thatthereweredistinctivedifferencesascomparedwith thepreviousAW calculations.
Both the CEV andNPVR modelsapplieda factorweightingsystemto eachof the risk factors
beingconsideredin themodel. This datawasthenappliedin conjunctionwith the existingNPV
datato obtainanew value,reflectingfinancialandrisk data.Eachauthorsawinterestingresults
andin somecasesa reversalof the initial decisionfor project investment.It wasshownthat
sometimesa project with the strongestfinancial benefit accordingto NPV calculationsis not
alwaysthebestchoicewhencorrespondingrisksareapplied.Thesemodelswereappliedto both
general and specific situations, but certainly show promise for new applicationssuch as
governmentprojectevaluation.
Method and Scope of Work
This paper applies a NPV-Risk method to the trade study being completed on the J-2X
regeneratively-cooled nozzle. This NPV-Risk method is derived from the previous work of
Davis and Riddlehoover. The method being used will include a Monte Carlo simulation of the
costing data for a selected time period. The input data for this Monte Carlo simulation will be
based on required labor for component design and production, required materials, and
appropriate rate increases for the time period. Using the NPV and statistical data derived from
the Monte Carlo simulation, a NPV-Risk or CEV model will be developed to adjust each of the
options. This adjustment will include the application of risks for the nozzle options being
considered. There will be some differences discussed in the CEV model for specific application
to government projects.
Initial Cost Estimating
In order to develop the required input data into the CEV or NPV-Risk model, it was decided to
run a Monte Carlo simulation to obtain these values. The primary output that is required for the
CEV model is an expected value and standard deviation for the net present value. A NPV could
be calculated for each of the options, but this would not supply an appropriate standard
deviation. A calculated NPV does not provide any information about the range of values that are
input into the model. Each of these values could have a possible affect on the final outcome.
There were five variables of interest for the simulation: Government Labor Rate Increase (%),
Government Inflation-Interest Rate (%), Contractor Labor Rate Increase (%), Material Cost
Increases (%), and Contractor MARR Value (%).
The first assumption for estimating the associated costs was the time period to study. A period of
15 years was selected in one year increments. This time period will cover the major milestones
and a few years beyond to allow for the manufacturing to stabilize. Component testing and full
engine testing is scheduled to begin in 2010. A completed nozzle will be required at this time
with design and manufacturing leading up to this point. The first ARES I flight is scheduled for
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2013with a major increasein productionand flight supportleadingto this peaking.Another
major milestoneis 2018in which the lunarmissionwill begin.A time periodof 3 yearsbeyond
this wasusedfor theanalysis.
The cost model is broken down into the governmentside and the contractor side for
completenesswithin the model.To developthe governmentcosting,the activities werebroken
down into categories.Thesecategoriesincluded:trade study development,support from all
engineeringdisciplines(computationalfluid dynamics,structural,thermal, and design),design
reviews, sub-scaleand full scaletesting, general insight, manufacturingsupport, and flight
support.Eachgroup was calculatedper the year basedon the numberof requiredFull-time
equivalents(FTE's) to supportthattaskfor thatyear.
After theFTE's weredevelopedfor eachyear,arateneededto beappliedto put thesehoursinto
dollar equivalents.For years2006 through2010,therewere ratespreviously developedby a
NASA businessoffice. In orderto developratesfor yearsbeyond2010,thepreviouspercentage
increasein yearswasaveragedand appliedto the future years.A Monte Carlo simulationwas
appliedto the NASA FTE labor ratesto furtherunderstandhow theseaffect the presentand
futurevalueswithin thecostdevelopment.
An interestratewasselectedto be appliedto the labordollarsfor the governmentwork sincea
MARR value is not applicable.This is on averagethe annualcost of living increaseper year
(inflation rate). Since the governmentdoesnot needto makea profit, I feel that this rate is
appropriateto apply in the analysis.The total cost for eachyear was calculatedand the net
presentvalue of the entire governmentsupport was determinedwith the appropriaterates
applied.
To determinewhich system architecture is consideredoptimum, the manufacturing and
contractordesigncostsmust be understood.This data is developedbasedon estimatedcosts
from theprime contractorscostingdepartment.Thesecostsarefully developedfrom a historical
experiencebaseof hours for design,machining,and fabricationbasedon previousengines.
Material and tooling costs areestimatedbasedon vendorpricing and historical records.It is
assumedthat thecostswill bespreadout overmultipleyearsduring first article manufacturing.
Forthe manufacturingcostsfor eachof the nozzles,it is assumedthatthe materialswill be long
leaditemsandmust bepurchased1-2yearsin advance.It is commonto stockpile certainraw
materialsto minimize foundry operations.Thetouch laborandfabricationtime is also assumed
to bemultipleyears.It is assumedthatthetouchlabor,materials,andmanufacturingengineering
supportwill betheonly reoccurringcoststo producenozzles.Designandtoolingwill betheonly
non-recurringcostsassociatedwith thefirst articleandregularmanufacturingactivities.
The reoccurringcostsexpandedover the entiretime period is basedon the numberof nozzles
requiredto supportmissionsfor the year.Theongoingsupportactivities aregenerallyassumed
to be the sameregardlessof the nozzleselectedandthenumbermanufactured.This is offset to
year2009 sincethis is when testingstartsand designactivities shouldbe wrappingup. This
numberis basedon the missionrequirementsto supportspacestationandlunar flights. There
were severalrates appliedto the contractor'scoststo accountfor increasesin materialsand
labor. The first rate appliedto the contractorcostswasa percentincreasein labor rates.It is
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assumedthat the labor rate increaseis lessthanthe governmentratessincethe contractordoes
not haveasmuchoverheadasthe government.This assumptionis that severalof the facilities
and machinerybeingusedare governmentfurnished. The secondrate appliedwas a percent
increasein material costs.Since severalof the materialsare exotic and purchasedin lower
quantities,it is difficult to get vendor's supportin supplyingmaterials.Theserateswere only
appliedfrom2010outsinceseveralof the longleaditemsarebeingorderedin theneartermand
laborcostsaregenerallyknown for thenext4 years.
TheMinimum Attractive Rateof Return (MARR) applied to the analysis is assumed to be fairly
low since there is generally not a high profit margin in the aerospace sector. There are already
some markups associated with the material and manufacturing costs given by the vendor. The
assumed MARR value is based on discussions with the NASA business office.
As previously discussed, five factors were applied to the Monte Carlo Simulation: Government
Labor Rate Increase (%), Government Inflation-Interest Rate (%), Contractor Labor Rate
Increase (%), Material Cost Increases (%), and Contractor MARR Value (%). The following is
rationale for why each of the minimum and maximum values were chosen for the simulation:
Government Labor Rate Increase - The baseline was 3.76% based on an average increase
in labor rates through 2010. These rates were estimated by the authors based on experience.
The minimum increase per year was 2.0% and the maximum was 6.9%.
Inflation (Interest) Rate Applied- The average inflation rate was 2.30%. This was based
the average increase of living increases applied to government salaries on a yearly basis.
The maximum increase based on historical data was determined to be 3.83% and the
minimum rate was 1.55%. These are based on rates from 1996 through 2006 (Financial
Trend Forecaster, 2007).
Rate Increase for Contractor The rate increases for the contractor are generally less than
the government due to less uncertainty in overhead. The baseline rate used was 2.5%. A
minimum value chosen for the analysis was 0.9% and a maximum value was 3.7%. This is
at the lower range for the government rates. These rate increases are often tied to inflation
since the profit is built into the contractor MARR value. However, the contractor can still
request rate increases yearly.
Material Cost Increases Per Year - The base rate chosen for the analysis was 5.5%. A
minimum value for the simulation of 4% was selected. A maximum value of 11% was
chosen. It is expected that the material costs could be higher than 5.5% rather than lower
because of the exotic and low quantity of materials required. This data is based upon casual
conversations with a vendor.
Contractor MARR Value - The contractor has already included some of their overhead in
the rates applied to support and manufacturing, so a lower MARR value was chosen as a
baseline (12%). To run the simulation, a lower value of 10% was selected and 20%
selected as a high value since this is more in line with other industries.
A Monte Carlo simulation was completed using @Risk Monte Carlo software package from The
Palisade Corporation [7]. The input variables were discussed above and the output variable was
NPV. The distribution for each of the input variables was defined as a triangular distribution.
This type of distribution was defined since minimum, most likely, and maximum values could
easilybe defined for eachof the variables.This type of rough simulation methodis usedfor
input variables that are lacking a fully defined dataset.The triangularly distributed input
variableshavebeenusedcommonly in otherMonte Carlosimulations[5]. For completeness5
simulations were completedfor each option and 1,000 iterations were completedfor each
simulation.A differentrandomgeneratorseedvaluewasselectedfor eachsimulationcompleted.
It wasobservedthateachsimulationfor eachoptiondemonstratedconvergenceat lessthan1.5%
level. For eachoption,thevalueobtainedfrom thesimulationswasaveragedto obtainoneNPV.
Thesevaluescanbeseenin Table 1.All dollar valuesareshownin thousands($1k).
Table 1. NPV Obtained for Each Trade Study Alternative.
Alternative NPV
Option 1 - 1.6 TWN $ 226,162
Option 2 - 2.0 TWN $ 228,048
Option 3 - 1.0 CWN $ 240,379
Option 4 - 1.9 CWN $ 239,743
Since this decision is being made from the govermnent side, it would be based on the lowest net
present value of the options. Based on the NPV, the government would select option 1, since this
has the lowest NPV of all four. This only considers cost for the trade studies though. It can be
seen that there is not a significant difference in costs between the four options based on relative
differences. The maximum difference between the highest and lowest NPV's is 5.9%. This
analysis did not elect to include learning curves since experience with similar development
projects has tended to make the researchers concerned about the accuracy of the learning curve
results. The government will pay a fixed amount for a certain number of nozzles per year, so the
learning curve is not actually applicable in this situation. Also, there is an aging workforce at the
contractor that are eligible to retire in the next several years, so any learning curve may go back
to square one with a new workforce. Due to these reasons the learning curve was excluded, but it
may be an area for further investigation.
Changes to Applied Model
The Monte Carlo simulation did not show significant relative differences between each of the
options. Since this is a long term project and the wrong option selection could have long term
effects, it was decided to further develop the cost model. Based on previous work, it has been
shown that risk factors can be applied to the net present value in an attempt to bring out more
fidelity in the cost data.
There are four primary steps as presented by Riddlehoover to apply the CEV Model. The first
step is to develop appropriate weights for each of the factors selected for the risk model. These
weights should be normalized and in decimal format. The next step is to develop and apply a
rating system to each of the risk factors for each of the options. This will provide a matrix of
values for each factor an option. The third step is to develop an overall risk factor. Riddlehoover
presented a summation method to develop a combined risk factor for each option. The modified
method for this trade study can be seen in Equation 3.
where,
k
X R,
i=!
(3)
W = Decimal Equivalent of Factor Weight
R = Risk Factor, based on scaling 1 - 5
i -- Factor (Government Labor Rate Increase, Government Inflation-Interest Rate,
Contractor Labor Rate Increase, Material Cost Increases, and Contractor MARR
Value)
k -- Total Number of Factors
Once the combined risk factors are calculated for each of the options, the CEV can be
determined for each of the options and compared. This CEV value now includes the application
of risk applied to the model based on the selected risk factors. The CEV required a slight
modification since the previous literature only covered commercial firm projects. Since
commercial firm projects are generally for profit, when risk is applied to the model it creates a
lower value as seen in Equation 2. If the project has a higher risk, the NPV is then lowered and
would not be as attractive to the firm. However, government projects select an option based upon
the lowest NPV, so the combined risk factor and standard deviation must be added. This
nomenclature properly applies the risk to the model. Now, if one project has more risk, the NPV
will be higher and NASA would not be as likely to select that project. The modified CEV can be
seen in Equation 4.
where,
CEV= e × (4)
CEV = Certainty Equivalent Value (Adjusted NPV)
E[x] = Expected value from Monte Carlo simulation
R = Combined Risk factor
o [x] = Standard Deviation from Monte Carlo simulation
Application of Model to Nozzle Trade Study
Before any steps are completed for the applied CEV model, the appropriate factors to study must
be decided upon. It was shown in the previous models that different variables than the NPV
variables could be applied within the risk model. However, it was decided that the most
appropriate values to include in this model are the same factors as used to run the Monte Carlo
simulation. These factors were Government Labor Rate Increase, Government Inflation-Interest
Rate, Contractor Labor Rate Increase, Material Cost Increases, and Contractor MARR value.
Now, the methodical steps can be completed as discussed in the previous section.
The first step in the model is to develop the factor weights. The factor weights were based on
expert rating. The higher values equate to a higher risk for that particular factor. Subsequently, a
lower value equates to a lower risk for that factor. The factor weights can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 2. Factor Weights for the Trade Study.
Factor Weig ht
Government Labor Rates 0.05
Inflation (Interest) Rates 0.1
Rate Increase for Contractor 0.35
Material Cost Increase 0.45
Contractor MARR Value 0.05
It can be seen from the table that the values range from lower risk (0.05) to a higher risk (0.45).
The government labor rates were weighted low because these are generally tied to the inflation
rates. These rates have not seen any drastic increases over the last few decades are fairly
predictable. The overhead is generally constant for these and fluctuations are stable and within
expected values. This value was rated at 0.05 because of these reasons. The next factor, Inflation
(Interest) Rates, was weighted fairly low as well. Plenty of historical data is available for
inflation rates broken down by years and even months. This data does not fluctuate significantly,
although there are some increases that are higher than others. Because of these reasons, this was
rated 0.10.
The rate increase for the contractor was rated higher amongst the factors. The contractor can
increase rates in the future years for no apparent reason. These clauses are within the contract to
give the contractor authority to do this. If the contractor has foresight that profitability is not to
the level required of management, they may request a rate increase. Although these increases are
spelled out in the contract, they are not always accounted for in the NASA budget. This was
rated at 0.35. The contractor may not increase the rates drastically in one year, but then the
following year may raise it. Although the rates are low, it is considered a risk since several of the
costs are developed by the contractor.
Another high risk factor is the material cost increase which was rated at 0.45. Material costs are
outside of the government's control and it was determined to be a serious threat to the project.
Since materials are purchased in relatively small quantities as compared with other industries, no
economies of scale or political power can be asserted. Also, several of the exotic aerospace
materials are being purchased by multiple customers, so the future costs of the material can be
unpredictable. This was determined to be the highest risk amongst all the factors.
The final risk weighting is the MARR value. MARR values are generally controlled by
contractual means within the government. Thus, a contractor is limited on the amount of profit it
can make off of certain projects. The government understands that the company must make a
profit, so once all costs are figured, a MARR is applied. These values generally do not fluctuate
much, so it was determined that a low risk value of 0.05 was appropriate.
The next step for application of the model is to determine a value for each of the risk factors for
each of the options. A matrix was developed to aid in the assessment. A scale from 1 to 5 was
used with 5 having the highest risk and 1 having the least risk associated. The descriptions for
each of the rating scales and factors can be found in Table 3.
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Table 3. ScalingFactorsandDescriptionsfor EachFactor
Risk Government Inflation Rate Increase for Material Cost Contractor
Level Labor Rates Contractor Increase MARR
Rates
NASA has little Economy is stable. Contractor does not Material costs have
The dollar is highly decreased; Increaseinvolvement in increase rates. The
supply in the market
valued in foreign product is somewhat allows prices to drop.project other than markets profitable and there
1 procurement unemployment is Lead times are only
activities. This is is no need for
extremely low and a few weeks. Special
an iteration of a Employment Cost additional rate orders are
previous design. Index is on the rise. increases, accommodated.
Contractor MARR
value is significantly
lower compared to
other NASA projects.
NASA has minimal
involvement in the
project, limited to
design reviews,
Technical
Interchange
Meetings, and risk
closures.
Intermediate Level
Contractor increases
rates slightly to
aG.iust for minor
project risks. This
rate increase should
not affect NASA.
Intermediate Level Intermediate Level
Inflation has Rates have increase
NASA has daily to increased slightly but due to unforeseen Material costs have
weekly involvement remained fairly
in project, including not at significant risk risks in design or stable. There may be
of fluctuations, production Rate a slight increase, butdata reviews and Fluctuations have ncrease is agreeddiscussions with not greater than
contractor to close averaged out to be upon by both parties
issues, at a low to medium without any major expectedforinflation.t°adjust
level, issues.
Contractor MARR is
of an average value
when compared with
other NASA projects.
NASA does Rates have Materials have
reviews of data increased due to increased
including fairly significant significantly. Some
independent risks. This rate materials are difficult
modeling of Intermediate Level increase is slightly to obtain, but most
selected analyses, higher than can be obtained for a
Verification plan anticipated by premium price. Lead
reviews and NASA. times are in excess
concurrence of all of 6-12 months.
closure rationale.
Intermediate Level
NASA performs Significant increase Significant contractor Materials are
complete and in prices of rates ncreases to extremely difficult to
independent consumer goods, support profitability, purchase and have
analyses of each The dollar is Product costs in increased
task. Review of unstable and design or production significantly in cost.
verification plan purchasing power have increased. Lead times are in
and witness to has decreased NASA does not excess of 24 months
certification testing, significantly, support these rate and some alloys are
increases, rare.
Contractor MARR is
sign!ficantly higher
than most other
NASA projects.
This methodical rating approach based on the matrix in Table 3 was used for each of the options.
For Option l, the values can be seen in the table below for the five risk factors. The Government
Labor rates were scored at a 2 since NASA would have some involvement in the development of
this design. A similar design of this configuration has been completed before, so some review of
the concept would be required, but not significam modeling or analysis. The interchanges with
the contractor would be limited to design reviews and technical interchange meetings. There
would not be a need to hold daily or weekly meetings to review the design with NASA and the
contractor.
Inflation rates were scored at 1 due to the fairly stable economy. It can be seen that Inflation
Rates did not change for any of the options above and they are all on a level playing field for this
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risk factor.This factor could potentially beeliminatedsinceall valueswerethe same,but was
kept in themodel for comparisons.The dollar is still holding its valueand therehavenot been
anysignificantincreasesor decreasesin inflation/deflationin thepastseveralmonths.Thethird
factor,RateIncreasefor the Contactor,wasscoredat 4. It is assumedthatthenewchangesto the
configurationmaynotbeentirelyunderstoodwhenthedetaileddesignis completedandin order
to maintainprofitability, the contractorwould increasethe labor rates. This increasemay be
higherthananticipatedby NASA, thusahigherrisk is applied.Option 1andOption2 arebothof
TWN configurations,howeversinceOption 1is applyingsomenew technologiessomeof the
profit couldbedecreasedif any failureswereto occur.Thuswhencomparedwith option 1, it is
ratedslightly higherthanoption 2 for contractorrate increase.Thematerialsfor Option1, 3 and
4 aremoreexotic and the teammay experiencesomeprocurementdifficulties. The leadtimes
couldpotentiallybe in excessof 6 - 12monthssincetheymaybe difficult to obtain.Dueto the
potentialdifficulties in acquiringthematerials,Option1wasscoredat4.
TheMARR valuefor Option 1wasscoredat2. This MARR valueis not aslow asotherprojects
andsomewhataveragewhencomparedto otherNASA projects.Dueto this reason,I rankedit at
an intermediatevalue. It canbe seenthatmost of the valuesfor all the alternatives/optionsare
veryclose.Option4 is scoredslightly highersincethis is thefurthestfrom the currentexperience
of nozzlesandpotentially carriesthe most risk anddeserveshigherprofitability if successful.
Theresultsof therisk assessmentscanbe foundin Table4.
Table 4. Risk FactorsandRatingsfor EachOption.
Alternatives
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
Government Labor Rates 2 2 3 4
"6 Inflation (Interest) Rates 1 1 1 1
,, Rate Increase for Contractor 4 3 4 5
.__ Material Cost Increase 4 3 4 4
" Contractor MARR Value 2 2 2 3
A combined risk factor must be calculated for each of the options. This is completed using
Equation 3. An example is shown below for Option 1. This calculation was completed for each
of the options and the values are provided in Table 5.
where,
k
Zw, R,
i=]
= 0.05(1) + 0.10(1) + 0.35(3) + 0.45(4) + 0.05(2) = 3.5
W = Decimal Equivalent of Factor Weight
R = Risk Factor, based on scaling 1 5
i = Factor (Government Labor Rate Increase, Government Inflation-Interest Rate,
Contractor Labor Rate Increase, Material Cost Increases, and Contractor MARR
Value)
k = Total Number of Factors
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Table 5. Combined Risk Factors for Each Option.
Option 1 3.5
Option 2 2.7
Option 3 3.6
Option 4 4.0
RESULTS
The expected NPV and also the standard deviation were obtained from the original Monte Carlo
simulation. The values for each of the options can be found in Table 6 and is identical to the
original NPV shown in Table 2.
Table 6. Expected Values and Standard Deviation for Each Alternative.
Alternative NPV St. Dev.
Option 1 - 1.6 TWN $ 226,162 $ 24,331
Option 2 - 2.0 TWN $ 228,048 $ 23,812
Option 3 - 1.0 CWN $ 240,379 $ 24,275
Option 4 - 1.9 CWN $ 239,743 $ 25,628
Each of these values was used to calculate a CEV for each of the options. The CEV was
calculated using the modified CEV in Equation 4. An example calculation for Option 1 is shown
below:
where,
CEV = E[x]+ R x or[x] = $226,162 + 3.5 x $24,331 = $311,321
CEV = Certainty Equivalent Value (Adjusted NPV)
E[x] = Expected value from Monte Carlo simulation
R = Combined Risk factor
Ix] -- Standard Deviation from Monte Carlo simulation
Using Equation 4, a CEV value was calculated for each option. These values can be seen in
Table 7.
Table 7. Calculated CEV for each Alternative.
Alternative CEV
Option 1 - 1.6 TWN $ 311,321
Option 2 - 2.0 TWN $ 292 340
Option 3 - 1.0 CWN $ 326 555
Option 4 - 1.9 CWN $ 342 254
With the application of risk to the NPV calculation, it can be seen from Table 7 that there are
distinct differences between each of the options and these are different from the value originally
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calculated and shown in Table 1. There would actually be a reversal in the decision with the
application of risk to the model. The government would select Option 2 since this has the lowest
NPV including the application of risk. Option 1, which was originally selected before application
of the model, has been moved to the second selection. There is actually a reversal if a selection
had to be made between the two CWN options. Option 4, which had a lower NPV than Option 3
in the original calculations, is now higher than Option 3 with the application of risk.
It is worth noting that in both analyses, NPV and CEV, Options 1 & 2 appear to be preferential
to Options 3 & 4. Although the rank ordering of the options has some reversal when switching
analysis methods, these still allow for the decision maker to down select the list of alternatives
from 4 options to 2, thus a smaller solution space.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The methodology applied is consistent with previous work applying risks to financial
calculations such as net present value. It was shown that minor adjustments can be made to apply
a commercial firm application to a government project. A CEV model was developed that
considered that the government selects projects based on the lowest NPV as opposed to the
highest NPV for commercial firms. The CEV model considers risk within the financial
calculation so a more-informed decision can be made considering more factors than the typical
NPV financial model. Since the risks applied to the model are replicated throughout the
calculation, the CEV model was observed to have higher fidelity than a typical NPV calculation.
The application of risk to the NPV financial calculation was a simple method that provided more
insight to decision makers. This calculation was applied to a specific trade study for
regeneratively-cooled nozzles, but could be applied to any long term project. It has been shown
that the application of risks within NPV calculations can be used for both commercial and
government projects using slight modifications. The model allows for a balance of the agency
risk factors and perceived project risks combined into one model.
This effort noted several areas that could require further research. The first is the impact of using
alternative techniques to develop the weighting for both the risk weighting and the risk factors. A
different method aside from the 1 5 scale could be used to complete these matrices. Another
area of further research would be the application of risk factors different from the one used in
initial NPV calculations. There is further work that can be completed on the Monte Carlo
simulation as well. The CEV can be incorporated within the Monte Carlo simulation to allow the
decision maker to quantify the statistical error associated with the cost estimates. The triangular
distribution was used for simplicity and the input variables selected. If different variables were
selected other than those used for the original NPV calculation, different distributions would
need to be investigated.
Decisions between alternatives cannot be made based solely on financial criteria, even if that
model incorporates risk. An aggregate decision model must also include non-financial criteria,
which are often subjective. The next step in more fully evaluating the selected alternatives
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would be the developmentof a decisionmodelthat incorporatesmultiple decisioncriteria and
weightsthe criteriabasedon relativeimportance.
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